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ABSTRACT 
Let /[.I[ be an operator norm and II.IID its dual. Then it is shown that IIAJIDg 
Clhi( A)J, where Xi(A) are the eigenvalues of A, holds for all matrices A if and only if 
(1. (( is the operator norm subordinate to a Euclidian vector norm. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 1.1 be a norm on C”. Then the corresponding operator norm is defined 
by 
II All = ,yy IA4 forallnXnmatricesAECn2”. 
x 
IfA,(A),i=l,..., n, are the eigenvalues of A, then define the spectral radius 
p(A): = m,fi hi( 
and 
u(A): = 2 IX,(A)/. 
i=l 
Operator norms are bounds for the spectral radius, i.e., 
Pll a P(A). 0.1) 
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Consider now the functional 
]]A]jD = sup max ItrAX], 
IlXll = 1 
which is defined for all A E C”*” and which is the dual norm of )I.11 if we 
identify the dual space of C”, n with C”, “. 
If I * I is a Euclidian norm, the subordinate norm (].I\ D has been studied 
extensively (see e.g. [4]), and it is well known (see e.g. [5]) that it satisfies the 
inequality 
which may be considered as dual to (1.1) in the sense that p(A) is the 
I,-norm on the vector of eigenvalues and a(A) is the corresponding Z,-norm. 
Though we have always 
IlAI?‘>, 1141, 
the norm I 1. (ID sometimes gives more insight into the spectral properties of a 
matrix. As an example, we note that for the Euclidian case it is easy to prove 
that 
I141D = o(A) - A isnormal, 
whereas in 
II4 = P(A) e= A is normal, 
the implication holds only in one direction. Therefore it is of interest to ask if 
(1.2) holds also for other norms ]I* IID which can be computed more easily, 




IIAllf = c m44A. 
k=l i 
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In the next section we state the main result of this paper, showing that the 
answer to this question is negative for aU non-Euclidian norms. 
2. RESULT 
THEOREM. Let I(* 11 be an operator rwrm on P” subordinate to a vector 
norm 1.1 on C” such that 
I141D z= a(A) for al2 A E P”. 
Then 1.1 is a Euclidian norm. 
Proof. 
(1) Because for n = 1 every norm is Euclidian, we may assume that n 2 2. 
Define the dual norm on C” by 
lyfy = SUP !$I 
x 
and the relation II by 
xllyH :w Jxl*lyHID= yHx =l, 
which was introduced by Bauer [l]. Stoer [5] showed that 
xllyH * IlxyHIID = 1. 
Consider now the matrix 
A = xyH + uoH, 
(2.1) 
where x II yH and u II uH. Then by (2.1) we have 
llAllD < (I~y~(l~ + lluuHllD = 2. (2.2) 
On the other hand the nonzero eigenvalues of A are given by the nonzero 
eigenvalues of the 2 X 2 matrix 
456 
with the characteristic equation 
(A - q2 = uHxyHu. 
From tr A = 2 we have by the definition of I( * (( D that 
which, together with (2.2), gives 
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(2.3) 
One easily observes that the inequality 
1x,1+ I&4 6 2 = A, + A,, 
which follows from the hypothesis, implies that X, and A, have to be real and 
positive. It follows that the right hand side of (2.3) has to be real and has to 
satisfy 
o~u%~y%Ql for arbitrary x II yH, u II oH. (2.5) 
(2) In the second step of the proof we show that the relation x II y * is 
unique in the sense that x II y H and x II oH implies y H = uH. To prove this, 
assume that uH # y . H Then, a vector u E C” exists such that 
yHu=i and vHu=O. (2.6) 
Let now w,“, depending on a E [ - 1, 11, be such that x + au II w,“. Note that 
x + au # 0 for all a, because oH(x + au) = 1 for all a. Then we have by (2.5) 
ImyH(x+aU)*w,HX=O forall a= [ -l,l], 
and 
Im D”( x + au). wfx = 0. 
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By (2.6) we have 
Im(l+ai)w,Hx=O for (YE [ -l,l], 
and 
Im w:x = 0. 
These equalities can hold only in the case that 
w:x = 0, 
yielding 
457 
1 = w,“(x + au) = aw,Hu, 
and this implies 
1 wfu=-. 
a 
So the set of vectors { zH ( zH II (x + au), a E [ - 1, 11) is not bounded. On the 
otherhanditiswellknownthat{nHIzHItr,xEM}hastobeboundedifM 
is a closed compact set such that 0 e M, and this is a contradiction, In 
geometrical terms we have thus proved that the supporting hyperplane to any 
point of the unit baII of 1. ( is unique. In the same way, we can show that this 
property holds also for 1. (o. 
(3) As a consequence of (2.5) we have the implication 
ReyHU=O * RenHx=O (3.1) 
We show that the assumption Im yHu f 0 is not necessary. To see this, 
assume that Im yHu = 0 and consider a sequence of vectors ui converging to u 
such that Im y Hui # 0 and Re y Hui = 0. Let uiJj I$‘. Then by (3.1), Re 0:~ = 0. 
Take now a converging subsequence of uy, which may converge to vH. Then 
it is well known that u II uH, and we have Re uHx = 0. By the uniqueness 
shown in Section 2, we have the proposition. The implication (3.1) has a nice 
geometrical interpretation. Take a 3dimensional real subspace of C”, inter- 
preted as a real space of dimension 2n >, 4, and consider the intersection K of 
the unit balI of 1.1 with this subspace. If you now throw light on the convex set 
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K where the rays are all parallel to x, then the bright region of the surface is 
given by {U]UE K, Rey%>O}, the dark region is given by {U]UE K, 
Re y % < 0}, and the boundary between these two regions is given by 
{u(u~K, ReyHU=O}, which is contained in the plane {u(ReyHU=O} 
(Figure 1). By a result due to Blaschke [2], this implies that K is an ellipsoid. 
The result is stated in [2] also for nonsmooth bodies, whereas the proof is 
given in detail only for convex bodies which are smooth in the sense that the 
correspondence between boundary points and supporting hyperplanes is 
unique. Because this property was already proved for K in Section 2, this is 
sufficient in our case. If K is an ellipsoid, the so-called parallelogram equality 
holds in every 3dimensional subspace of C”, and so this equality holds in 
general. By a classical result due to J. von Neumann, this implies that 1. ( is 
Euclidian. W 
REMARK. The above proof may also be considered using the concept of 
numerical ranges. For a general reference to this concept the reader is 
referred to [3]. The numerical range V(A) of a matrix is defined by 
V(A)= {yHA~]xllyH}. 
From (2.5) we obtain 
v(xy”)= [OJI forall zllyH, 
where [0, l] denotes the closed real interval from 0 to 1. Matrices satisfying 
the property that V(xyH) G R are called norm-Hermitian, which coincides 
with the usual definition of Hermitian matrices in the case that ( * I is 
Euclidian. It is well known that exp(iA) is an isometry if A is norm- 
Hermitian. In particular we have 
exp( ixyH) is an isometry forall xllyH, aER. 
FIG. 1. 
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These isometries generate a continuous subgroup of all isometrics. If we 
restrict to the subgroup leaving invariant an arbitrary 2dimensional subspace, 
this subgroup is again continuous. This fact was also established by Blaschke 
in [2], leading rather immediately to the conclusion that 1.1 is a Euclidian 
norm on these 2dimensional subspaces. But this implies again, via the 
parallelogram equality, that 1. ) is a Euclidian norm on the whole space. 
3. DISCUSSION 
The proof of the Theorem shows that the hypothesis can be weakened by 
assuming that the inequality (1.2) holds only for matrices with rank G 2. This 
observation enables us to generalize the result to an infinite dimensional space 
X. 
We have to define ] ] * ] ] n only for linear mappings of finite rank: 
forallintegerm, xiEX> TiEXD* 
One can show that this definition does not depend on the particular represen- 
tation of a linear mapping A of finite rank. Restricting (1.2) to linear 
mappings of finite rank, the Theorem holds without restriction on the 
dimension of X. This may throw some light on the special structure of 
algebras based on preHilbert spaces. 
As a second remark, we want to point out that instead of operator norms 
we could consider the more general class of algebra norms (submultiplicative 
norms) on C”, “. Using the ideas of the above proof one can show that for 
every such norm I] - II, there exists exactly one operator norm )I. II ’ such that 
IlAll’~ IIAII forall AEL(X), 
and this operator norm is again subordinate to a Euclidian vector norm. 
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